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[5_7] - ABSTRACT 

A highway trailer has a relatively low-weight, high 
strength load-support bed which includes a pair of lon 
gitudinally extending, parallel, inverted T-beams, and y 
a series of sideby~side transverse compound channel 

_ members, or pans, welded to the vertical webs of the 
T-beams in an orthotropic design. Preferably, each 
pan is substantially J-shaped in cross-Section, and 
comprises a load-supporting horizontal top flange, a 
horizontal bottom flange, and a vertical web between 
the top and bottom flanges. The bottom flange and 
vertical web of each pan are Slotted So the bottom of 
each top flange rests on the top edge of the T-beams. 
The top flanges are welded together to provide a con 
tinuous unitary deck surface extending the length of 
the T-beams. The top flange, bottom flange, and web 

` lof each pan are welded to the Tbeams to provide 
shear continuity between the top deck flanges and the 
T-beams. A row of spaced apart longitudinal depres 
sions are formed in each top flange to add stiffness to 
the top deck flanges. 

15 Claims, 17 Drawing Figures 
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oRTHoTRoPrc TRAILER 

l _ CROSS~REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

This is a continuation-impart of my application Ser. 
_ No. 221,608, filed Jan. 28, 1972, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF -TI-IE INVENTION 
This invention relates to highway trailers, and more 

particularly _to a relatively low-weight and high-strength 
trailer bed. > _  _ 

All'states have laws which limit axle loads imposed by 
vehicles 'using public highways and streets. Thus, there 
is a strong economic incentive for truck and trailer` 
manufacturers and companies shipping cargo on fleets 
of trucks to minimize tare weights of the vehicles so as 

y Ato maximize pay loads. Substantial economic advan 
tages are gained by reducing the tare weight of trucks 
carrying maximum pay loadsfduring a large percentage 
of their total mileage. i 

Besides the increased pay load resulting from high 
way tractors 'and trailers of reduced weight, a 'low 

2 
The trailer bed provided by this invention is relatively ' 

Alow in weight and high invstrength because of the shear 
continuity between the structural components of the 
bed and the ability of the integral deck panel to`resist 
bending in two directions. ' _ 

In a preferred form of the invention, a series of later 
ally spaced apart depressions are fonned in each top 
flange. The depressions provide additional stiffness for 
the top flanges of the load-support members, thereby 
increasing the ability of the deck panel to carry planar ' 
compressive loading. 
Additional strength also >is provided by several 

closed-section stiffening members'rigidly secured be-A 
tween certain load support members vin the bed. 
Thus, the trailer bed has high strength and low i 

weight, which makes it possible -to carry pay loads of 
' increased weight,_thereby providing substantialcost 

20 

weight vehicle-also produces lower running costs in the ' 
form of less maintenance, increased tire life, and an 
overall increase in fuel economy. . 
Thus, a trailer having a weight reduction of 1,500 lbs. 

to 2,000 lbs, can produce substantial cost savings, 
which can be in the neighborhood of several hundred 

. dollars per week. 

SUMMARY oF THE INVENTION 
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This invention provides a highway trailer having a _` 
load-support b'ed ' o_f orthotropic .design which is ex 
tremely'low in weight and easily fabricated from a few 
similar parts.  _ ' , 

Briefly, the trailer bed includes a pair of spaced 
apart, elongated, rigid open-section beams, and a series 
of rigid, open-section load-support members> rigidly ts_e 

_ cured to the beams in an orthotropic design to provide 
a unitary deck for the trailer bed. Each load-support 
member includes a horizontal ~toptlange', a bottom 
flange spaced below' the top flange,_'and a verticalweb 
integral with and extending between the top 'and bot- ' 
tom flanges. The load-support members are mounted 
on the open-section beams in a side-by-side relation, 
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with the bottom of eachtop flange resting on the top _ 
of each beam. The top_flanges of the load-support 
members are rigidly secured together to forma sub 
stantially continuous unitary ' deck panel extending 
lengthwise relative to the beams. The top flange, bot 
tom flange, and web of each load~support member are 
rigidly secured to the open-section beams to provide 
“shear continuity,” i.e., continuous load-carrying ca 
pacity uninterrupted by elastic losses, between the 

' open~section beams and the continuous deck panel 
formed by the top flanges. Moreover, the orthotropic 
design of the trailer bed enables the -continuous deck 
panel to act as both a compressive member and a ten 
sile member capable of resisting bending in two mutu 
ally perpendicular directions. _That is, the deck panel 
acts as the compressive flange of the longitudinal open 
section beams to resist bending about a transverse axis 
through the load-support bed, and also acts as the ten-V 
sìle >flange of theA vertical webs of the load-support 
members to resist bending about a longitudinal axis 
through the load-support bed. ' - 
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vsavings for companies shipping cargo on public high 
ways and streets. Moreover, the design of the bed lends 
itself to fabrication from only a few similar parts, which 
provides substantial cost savings for trailer manufactur 
ers. ` - 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF.TIIE DRAWINGS 
These and other aspects of the invention will be more 

fully understood by referring to the following detailed 
description and the accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a fragmentary perspective view showing a 
highway trailer; 
FIG. 1A is an- elevation view, 

on line lA-lA of FIG. l; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view showing a 

loadsupport member _from which the bed of the trailer 
is constructed; . _ 

. FIG. 3 is a fragmentary plan elevation view taken on 

partly in section, taken 

' lines-.3 of F1o-x2; 

FIG. 4 is a' fragmentary plan elevation view taken on 
line4'-4 of FIG. 3; `  . 

FIG. 5 is a sectional elevation view taken on line 5_S 
ofFIG.4;l ,  " Y' » 

FIG. ¿6 is _ a fragmentary sectional elevation view 
taken on line 6-6 of FIG. 3; ' _ ' 

' FIG. 7 is a fragmentary elevation view showing the 
construction of the longitudinal T-beams which sup 
portthe load-support members; ’ ' 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary 

line 8-8 of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9A is a fragmentary sectional elevation view ` 

taken on line 9A`9A of FIG. 8; ` ' 

FIG. 9B is a fragmentary sectional elevation view 
taken on line 9B-9B of FIG. 8;r _ ‘ ' ' 

FIG. 9C is a fragmentary sectional elevation view 
taken on line 9C-9C of FIG. 8; ‘  

FIG. 9D is a fragmentary sectional 'elevation view 
taken on line 9D-9D of FIG. 8; 
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FIG. l0 is an enlarged sectional elevation view show 
_ ing means for stiffening the load-support members; 

FIG. 11 is a fragmentary sectional elevation 
taken on line ll-ll of FIG. 10; 
FIG. l2 is a fragmentary sectional elevation view 

showing means for welding the load-support members 
to the T-beams; and ' 

`view 

FIG. 13 is a fragmentary sectional elevation view I 
>taken on line 13-13.> of FIG. l2. 

plan elevation view taken on .  
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ljETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
» EMBODIMENTr 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, a highway trailer 20 is 
supported on a conventional rear running gear 22. 
Preferably, the weight of the running gear is reduced by 
using forged disk valuminum wheels 24. During use of 
the trailer, a king pin 25 (see FIG. 7) at the front of the 
trailer is connected to a conventional highway tractor ' 
(not shown). . 
Trailer 20 hasa high-strength, low-weight load‘sup 

porting bed 26 of orthotropic design. The bed includesy 
a pair of longitudinally extending, parallel open-section 
inverted T-beams 28, each T-beam having a vertical 
web 30 and a horizontal bottom flange 32. The T 
beams comprise the main load-carrying structural 
members of the trailer bed. l 
A series of side-by-side elongated transverse load 

support members or pans 34 are mounted on the top 
edges of webs 30 of the T-beams. The pans are open 
sect'ion members rigidly secured to the T-beams in an 
>orthotropic design. Each pan is formed from sheet 
metal to provide a substantially ` J-shaped cross 
sectional configuration which includes a vertically ex 

 tending web 36, and a relatively wide,»downwardly 
opening top channel having a flat, horizontal top flange 
38 integral with the top edge of web 36 and a down 

` wardly turned marginal lip 40 at the remote edge of top 
flange 38. Each pan also includes a relatively narrow, 

' upwardly opening bottom channelhaving a flat hori 
zontal bottom flange 42 integral with the bottom edge 
of web 36. Bottom flange 42 extends away from web 30 
in a direction opposite that of upper flange 38. An up 
wardly turned marginal lip 44 extends along the remote 
edge of bottom flange 42. i 
A pair of laterally spaced apart, parallel, slotted 

openings 46'are formed in web 36, bottom flange 42, 
and lip 44. A separate pair of laterally spaced apart and 
parallel slotted openings 48 are formed in lip 40. Each 
slot 46 is aligned longitudinally with a respective one of 
slots 48 so that each> pan can slip over webs v30 of the 
T-beams, with the bottoms of top flanges 38 resting on 
the top edges of webs 30.  

i Thus,.top flanges 38 of the adjacent pans provide a 
continuous deck panel extending the length of the T 

l beams. 

As shown best in FIG. l the pans are mounted on T 
beams 28 so that lip 40 of each top flange 38 abuts 
against the top portion of the web of the neighboringv 
pan continuously for the width of the trailer bed. The 
abutting portions _of the adjacent vpans are rigidly 
bonded together by stitch-welding 50-(see FIGS. 1, 8 
and 12) so the top flanges provide a rigid load 
supporting unitary deck panel. Preferably, each weld 
50 is about 1% inches wide, and has a naturally V 

‘ shaped configuration which substantially prevents fa 
tigue or localized stress occurring in the weld as a result 
of loadsl on the deck panel. The purpose of the welds 
-at 50 is to interconnect top flanges 38 so they form the 
equivalent of a continuous, rigid load-supporting deck 
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As shown in FIG. 12, the bottom of each rop flange 
-38 is rigidly bonded by stitch-welding 50a to both sides 
of each T-beam web 30. This rigid connection provides 
“shear continuity” between the top deck panel and the 
webs of the main vload-carrying T-beams. “Shear conti 
nuity” between structural members is defined herein as 
the capability of maintaining load-carrying ability with 
stiffness, uniterrupted by elastic losses, between com 

' ponent structural members such that the resulting com 
posite structure has stiffness, or rigidity, equal to that 
of the basic structural members. For example, the load 
carrying top flanges 38 rest on the tops of T-beam webs 
30, and are rigidly bonded thereto as an integral unit. 
This provides shear continuity between flanges 38 and 
webs 30. On the other hand, shear continuity between 
these members would be destroyed if (l) the top 
flangesvwere bolted to the webs 30 in a manner which 
would result in elastic losses at the joints, (2) the load 
supporting plane of the top flanges is spaced apart from 
webs 30, or not bonded to the webs, »or (3) a material 
such as aluminum or wood having a substantially lower 
Young’s modulus than that of the steel top flanges and 
webs is interposed between vthe top flanges and the 
webs. ln the latter instance, loading on the trailer bed 
would cause the material of lower modulus to develop 
shear between the deck panel and the T-beam webs 
which would absorb energy and therefore would pre 

' vent the transmission or continuity of shear between 
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panel. It is critical to the orthotropic design of the load- , 
support bed to maintain the structural continuity of the 
top flanges. For example, certain methods of bolting 
the top flanges together would be unacceptable, if they 
would'produce elastic losses at the joints which, in turn, 

 would prevent the top flanges from acting as a continu~ 
ous, rigid flange.  
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the load-supporting deck panel and the T-beams. In the 
trailer bed this invention, the T-beams, pans, and other 
transverse members between the pans are made of steel 
or other structural metal having a modulus equivalent 
to that of steel, i.e., in the neighborhood of 30 X 106 psi. 

kReferring to FIGS.’ 12 and 13, the vertical web 36 of 
each pan is rigidly bonded by stitch-welding 50h to 
each side of each T-beam web 30. This rigid connec 
tion provides shear continuity between top deck panel 
flanges 38 and webs 36._ ' ' -‘ 
Bottom flange 42 of each pan is rigidly bonded by 

stitch-welding 50c to each side of each T-beam web 30. 
This rigid connection provides shear continuity be 
tween webs 36 and bottom flanges 42. 
The structural integrity of load-support bed 26 en 

ables the vcontinuous deckpanel to act as both a com 
pressive member and a tensile member capable of re 
sisting bending in two mutually perpendicular direc 
tions. For example, the deck panel acts as the compres 
sive flange of the longitudinal T-beams to resist bend 
ing about a transverse axis through the load-support 
bed, and it also acts as the tensile flange of the vertical 
webs of the pans to resist bending about a longitudinal 
axis through the load-support bed. Moreover, bottom 
flanges 42 also have compressive and tensile continuity 
under loadsimposed on the load-support bed. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 1A, a pair of elongated side 

channel membersv or rub rails 52, each having a sub 
stantially C-shaped cross-sectional configuration, are 
fitted over the ends of pans 34. Preferably, the rub rails 
are formed from lû-gauge sheet metal, and may take 
a variety of -s'uitable shapes for fitting over the ends of 
the channel members to protect them from impact 
damage and abrasion. FIG. 1A shows a typical rub rail 
configuration which includes an upwardly turned, diag 
onally extending top flange 52a and a substantially hor 
izontally extending and inwardly projecting bottom 
flange 52h which is turned back on itself to provide a 
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channel which makes a tight friction fit over the ends 
of the pans. Rub rail 52 is the main support member for 
a variety of auxiliary load supporting equipment such 
as load hooks 53a (see FIG. '1A), cargo Winches 53b, 
stake pockets 53e, reflectors 53d, running lights 53e, 
andthe like. The rub rail is also welded in place so it 
can serve as the top flange of the trailer deck panel. 
The detailed construction of pans 34 is understood 

best by referring to FIGS. 3-6. The pans are.A formed 
. from l4~gauge sheet steel, 'preferably-carbon steel ca 
pable of work-hardening. The pans are preferably 8 
feet long, with each pan being continuous for the width 
of the trailer jbe'd. Top flange 38 is preferably 1_01/2 
inches wide, web 36 is preferably 4 inches deep, and 
bottom flange 42 is preferably 1% incheswide. Each 
return lip'40 and 44 is about three-fourth inch in depth. 
The bending of the' sheet steel to form the substantially 
J-shaped configuration work-hardens the' steel and 
thereby increases its physical strength. _ 
_ A series of laterally spaced apart, parallel, longitudi 
nally extending and downwardly projecting elongated 
depressions or dimples S4 are formed in top flange 38 
of each pan. Depressions 54 are continuous for most of 
thewidth of the top flange, and are substantially V 
shaped in cross-section, as viewed in FIG. 6. Each de 
pression is about three-eighth inch deep. The depres 
sions are uniformly spaced apart, except that depres 
sions are omittedin those portions of the top flange 
supported by vertical webs 30 of the T-beams. 
During use of trailer bed 26, loads carried on the bed 

put top flanges 38 in compression. When the trailer bed 
ï carries heavy loads, particularly loads which maximize 

the pay load capacity of the vehicle, there is a natural 
tendency for the top flanges to buckle or sag. However, 
the T-beams directly support the continuous load 
carrying deck panel provided by the top flanges, and 
thereby act as transverse stiffening members to keep 
the _top flanges in a common load-supporting plane, 
thereby resisting the tendency of the flanges to buckle. 
The working of the steel to form depressions 54 work 
hardens the steel to provide additional strength for the 

' top flanges, which increases their ability to stay in a flat 
plane resisting the ytendency to buckle. The work 
hardening of the steel increases the strength ofthe pans 
to such a degree that additional transverse stiffening 
members, such as additional T-beams, or closed 
section beams, are not needed to prevent buckling of 
the pans. Thus, a substantial savings of weight results 
from the use of the high-strength, work-hardened pans.  
A series of laterally spaced apart lightening holes 56 

are punched through web 36 of each pan. As shown 
best in FIGS. 3 and 4, each lightening hole preferably 
is aligned longitudinally with a respective one of the de 
pressions 54. The holes are punched so that the metal 

. surrounding each hole'bends away from the plane of 
web 36 to form a circular flange or lipv58 bordering the ~ 
hole. The bending of the steel during forming of the 
holes work-hardens the steel to providev additional 

ï ^ strength for the web of each pan. Moreover, the light 
»_ ening holes produce a considerable weight reduction 

for the pans. y _ I 

During ̀ use -of the trailer bed, loads on the bed put 
bottom flanges 42 in tension. Bottom flanges 42 pro 

 vide transverse'beam strength for the trailer bed when 
the bed is subjected to heavy loading. The strength of 
the bottom flanges 42 is enhanced by return'lip 44 
which stiffens the edge of each bottom flange to pre~ 
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vent it from deforming under loading. Eachv bottom 
>flange also includes several laterally spaced apart drain 
holes 60. _ » . 

The presently preferred J-shaped configuration of 
the pans is shown in the drawings. The pans also ~can be 
substantially C-shaped (i.e., by turning bottom flange 
42 in an opposite direction) without departing from the 
scope of the invention. The J-shaped configuration’is 
preferred because it is easier to fabricate. _ ’ 
vThe geometry of the pans also can be varied to in 

crease ythe capacity for localized loading. For example, 
changes such as (a) depth increase, (b) _increase in the 
width of bottom flange 42, (c) decrease in the width of 
top flange 38, (d) increase in metal thickness, and (e) 
increase in the density of depressions 54 can be made 
to increase the capacity of the pans for given localized 
loading situations; Consideration of the above changes 
together with attendant fabrication advantages can 
yield an optimum cost/weight profile to suit a given ap 
plication. _ " 

The detailed construction of the trailer bed lower 
I supportfstructure is- best understood by referring to 
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FIGS. 7 and 8. The front of the trailer is supported in 
dependently of the 'tractor on a conventional telescop 
ing landing gear 62. A series of spaced apart lightening . 
holes 64 are punched through web 30 of each T-beam ' 
rearward of the landing gear. l-loles 64 serve substan 
tially the same purpose as holes 56 in the pans. Each 
lightening hole> 64 is formed by bending the metal sur 
rounding it away from the plane of flange30 to work 
-harden the- steel and thereby provide additional 
strength for .the T-beams. ’_Moreover, each lightening 
hole 64 provides a substantial weight savings. 
As shown best in'FIG. 8, the vertical dimension of 

each T-beam web 30 is relatively narrow at the front 
end of the trailer, tapering Wider toward the load 
bearing intermediate portion of the trailer, and taper 
ing narrower toward the end of the trailer. Two series 
of holes 64 are formed in the wide intermediate portion 
of web 30, with a single series of the holes being formed 
in the narrower frontand rear portions of the web. Al 
ternatively, a single series of wider holes 65 (shown in 
FIG. 1) may be formed in webs 30, although it is pre-_  
ferred to use a large number of smaller holes,as shown 
in FIG. 7, because the additional working of the steel ' 
provides greater work-hardening and therefore a stron 
ger structural member. 
Each bottom flange 32 of the T-beams is fabricated 

from alloy steel andv bent at several longitudinally 
spaced points to conform'to the lower edge contour of 
web 30.,"l`he two members are then welded together 
continuously to provide shear continuity between web » 
30 and flange 32. Preferably, web 30 is sheared out of 
l0-gauge sheet steel, vpreferably a type of carbon steel 
capable of work-hardening. 
As shown best in FIG. 8, the front portions of flanges 

32 are interconnected ̀by a continuous flat, horizontally _ 
disposed plate section 66. The plate section supports a l 
king pin mounting bracket assembly 67. - - 
FIGS. _9A through 9D, 10, and 11 show the detailed 

construction of the trailer bed, including means forl 
providing additional stiffness for the bed. The front of' 
'the trailer bed includes a'rearwardly opening, substan 
tially C-shaped elongated transverse channel member 
68 extending the width of the bed. Channel member 68 
is slotted in a manner identical to pans 34 so the chan- ' 
nel member fits over webs 30 of the T-beams. The top 



7 
u flange, bottom flange, and web of member 68 are 

welded to T-bearn flange 30 in a manner similar to that 
of pans 34 to maintain the 'desired'shear continuity. 
Referring to FIG.> 9A, additional stiffness in the area 

of king pin 25 is provided by a vertical stiffening plate 
. 70 extending laterally between »vertical webs 30 of the 
T-beams. The 4top edge of vthe plate is stitch-welded to 
the bottom edge of web 36 of a pan forward of king pin 
25. The bottom of plate 70 is stitch-welded to the top 
of horizontal plate section 66. An identical vertical 
stiffening plate 72 is spaced rearwardly from plate 70 
and rigidly secured between webs 30 of the T-beams at 
a point behind king pin 25. Stiffening plates 70 and 72 
stiffen the bed in the area ofthe king pin which is sub 
jected to substantial stress when the trailer is hitched 
and pulled by a tractor. ' 

i FIG. 9B shows means for providing additional stiff 
ness _for the trailer bed on both sides of landing gear 62. 
A narrow, vertically extending transverse, elongated 
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stiffening channel 74 is sandwiched between a pair of 20 
pans 34. Stiffening channel 74 extends the width of the Y 
trailer bed and is located forward of the landing gear. 
Anl identical stiffening channel 76 is sandwiched be 
tween a pair of pans to the rear of the landing gear.  
As shown best in FIGS. 10 and 11, each stiffening 

channel has an intermediate portion 77 which includes 
a vertical web 78, and a downwardly opening top chan 

' nel which includes a horizontal top flange 80 integral 
with the top . edge ̀ of web 78 and continuous for the 
width of the trailer bed, and a downwardly turnedmar 
ginal lip 82 along the remote edge of top flange 80. The 

' stiffening channels also include an upwardly opening 
_bottom channel having a horizontal bottom flange 84 
integral with the bottom edge of web 78, and an up 
wardly turned marginal lip 86 extending along there 
mote edge of bottom flange 84. Top and bottom flanges 
80and 84 extend in the same direction from the plane 
of web 78 to form a substantially C-shaped configura 
tion when the intermediate portion of the stiffening 
channel is viewed in transverse cross-section. 
As shown best in FIG. 1 1, top flange 80 is continuous 

for the entire width of the trailer bed. Top flange 80 is 
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welded to the top flanges of the adjacent pans 34 to Á 
maintain the desired structural4 integrity of the deck 
panel. The bottom of top flange’80 is welded to the top 
of T-beam webs 30 to maintain the desired shear conti 
nuity. 
The intermediate portion of each stiffening channel 

is continuous between webs 30, and is supported at its 
bottom by a pair of horizontal support plates 88 welded 

` to the inner vertical side walls of webs 30. Stitch-welds 
90 (see FIG. 10) rigidly secure the bottom of each in 
termediate portion 77 to support plates 88. Support 
plates 88 prevent fatigue failure of the connection o 
vertical web 78 to main web 30. ` 
Each stiffening channel also has a pair of outer por 

tions 91 each including a vertical web 92 extending 
downwardly from the edge of top flange 80 in the same 
plane as vertical web 78. Each web 92 is separated 
from web 78 by a respective slotted opening 94 which 
receives a web 30 of a respective T-beam. Webs 92 are 
welded to the sides of webs30 to maintain the desired 
shear continuity. . 

Several vertically spaced apart and horizontally ex~ 
tending series of lightening holes 96 are formed 
through vertical web 78 of each stiffening channel. A 
single row of laterally spaced apart lightening holes 98 
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are formed through outer vertical webs 92 of the stiff 
ening channels. The purpose of holes 96 and 98 Ais iden 
tical to that of the lightening holes 56 in the pans, i.e., 
they reduce weight and provide added strength because 
of the work-hardening of the steel surrounding the 
holes.  

As shown best in FIGS. 9B and 10, stiffening channel 
74 cooperates with web 36 and bottom flange 42 of the 
pan to its rear to form the equivalent of an elongated 
closed-section transverse stiffening beam extending the 
width of the trailer bed at a point forward of landing 
gear 62. Stiffening member 76 forms an identical 
closed-section stiffening beam rearward of the landing 
gear. Each closed-section stiffening beam is formed by 
rigidly securing the top of web 78 to upper lip 40 of the 
neighboring pan forward of the stiffening channel by 
stitch-welds 100. Stitch-weldsfl02 rigidly secure the 
rear face of web 78 to bottom lip 44 of the neighboring 
pan rearward of the stiffening channel. Stitch-welds 
104 rigidly secure upper lip 82 of the stiffening channel 
to the top of theweb 36 of the neighboring pan to the 
rear of the stiffening channel. The closed-section stiff 
ening beams provide additional physical strength in the ' 
areas of the trailer bed which are subjected to` heavy 
loading when the trailer rests on landing gear 62. 
FIG. 9C shows means for stiffening the trailer bed to 

withstand heavy loading above rear running gear 22. A 
stiffening channel 106 (identical in construction to 
channels 74 and 76) is rigidly secured between a pair 
of adjacent pans, in a manner identical to that de 
scribed above for stiffening channels 74, 76, to forma 
closed-section stiffening beam above a spring hanger 
108 forward of the front set of wheels. A second identi` 
cal stiffening channel 110 is identically welded between 
a pair of pans above an intermediate spring hanger 112 
to form a closed-section stiffening beam between the. 
front and rear set of wheels. 
FIG. 9D shows the detailed construction of the rear 

of trailer bed 26. A substantially C-shaped transverse 
channel member 1 14 spans the width of the _trailer bed 
at the rear of the trailer. A substantially J-shaped trans 
verse channel member 116 rigidly connects the for 
ward or free end of rear channel member 114 to the 
rearwardmost pan 34 of the trailer bed. Channel mem 
ber 116 is slotted soit fits over webs 30 of the T-beams, 
with its top flange acting as part of the deck surface. 
Channel member 1 16 is welded to web 30, its neighbor 
ing pan 24, and channel 114 in a manner identical to 
that described above for pans 24 to provide the desired 
shear continuity. 
The >equivalent of a closed-section beam stiffens the 

rear of the trailer bed above a rear spring hanger 118. 
The rear stiffening beam includes a substantially >_Z 
shaped transverse channel member 120 extending lat 
erally between the vertical webs of the T-beams. Chan 
nel member 120 has a top flange rigidly secured to the 
bottom edge of channel member 114, and a bottom 
tlange rigidly secured tothe inner portions of flanges 
32 of the T-beams. An upright diagonally upwardly ex 
tending plate 122 extends between a bottom flange 123 
of channel member 120 and a downwardly extending 
lip 124 at the front of rear channel 114. Plate 122 has 
several series of vertically spaced apart and horizon 
tally extending rows of lightening holes 125 formed 
through it to work-harden the metal for strengthening> 
the plate sufficiently to provide additional strength for 
the rear of the trailer. Channel member 120 is so con 
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structed to allow for protecting flush mounting of 
lights, signals and license plates. 
The trailer bed deck panel may have a variety of sur 

faces to resist abrasion andthe like from loads carried 
on the deck.A The deck surface can be a coating (not 
shown) of epoxy, urethane, or similar materialloaded 
with abrasive material such as sand, carborundum dust, 
or like media. Alternatively,the deck can be covered 
with plywood (not shown) treated to withstand abuse, 
weather conditions, and so forth. As a further alterna 
tive, the deck can have anon-skid tape (not shown) ap 
plied selectively over critical portions. 
The structural members of the load-supporting bed 

are made of work-hardening steel. Preferably, a me 
dium strength _steel such as high manganese/silicon 
steel, is used as the initial material. The rolling, bend 
ing, and dimpling of the steel work-hardens it to such 
"an extent that the members are of high strength steel 
when work-hardening is completed. ' The structural 
members of the bed are better able to take heavier 
loads and resist dents and the like because of the work 
hardening. Moreover the use of medium strength work 
hardening steel as the starting material provides-sub 
stantial cost savings when lcompared with the use of 
high strength carbon steel. . 

. Thus, highway trailer 20 has relatively high'strength 
and lowvweight because of the work-hardened open 
section transverse structural members of >orthotropic 
design which are low in weight and have good physical 
strength. Moreover, the pans of the trailer bed are sup 
ported on only a pair of longitudinal open-section 
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beams which are themselves low in weight and work- ' 

need for a large number of structural members to sup 
port the compound channel members is eliminated, 

' which provides a substantial savings in weight. 
An additional weight savings is provided by the 

welded unitary construction of the bed, which elimi 
nates the need for cross-ties or othersimilar means for 
rigidly holding the deck-forming structural members'in 
place. 
The trailer also exhibits greater stiffness than conven 

tional designs. The open-section pans are supported by 
 the T-beams so that top flanges 3_8 of the pans provide 
the equivalent of a stiff orthotropic deck panel which 
resists bending in longitudinal and transverse direc 
tions. Thus, the continuous deck plate provided by top 
flanges`38 acts as a combination compression flange 
_tension flange which reduces substantially the struc 
tural members required to support loads without buck 
ling, which also is a factor in the reduced weight of the 

_ trailer bed. The orthotropìc design provides good stiff 
_ ness vertically and laterally, while remaining torsionally 

flexible. Thus, the trailer is able to carry maximum pay 
loads, and yet is flexible enough in torsion to resist the 

. tendency to buckle under heavy loads and prevent 
shock from being transferred to the load. 
The trailer also is relatively inexpensive to fabricate 

because it is manufactured from a few similar parts._ 
- lclaim: 

l. In ahighway trailer, a load-support bed including 
a pair of spaced apart and generally parallel, rigid, 
elongated open-section metal beams each having at 
least a vertical web and a bottom flange, and a series 
of rigid,A elongated open-section load-support members 
each being made of metal and shaped to provide a top 
flange, a bottom flange below the top flange, and a web 

- hardened to provide good physical strength. Thus, the _ 

l@ . 

integral with and extending between the top flange and 
>the bottom flange,'the series of load-support members 
being mounted on the beams in a side-by-side relation 
with the bottom of each top flange being in substan_ 
tia'lly continuous contact with the top of each beam and 
being rigidly bonded to each beam, the web and the 
botton flange of each load-support member also being 
rigidly bonded to each beam, , the top flanges of the 
load-support members being rigidly bonded together to 
form a continuous rigid panel extending lengthwise rel 
ative to the beams for providing a load-supporting deck v 
and also serving as a compression flange for the vertical 
webs of the beams and a tension flange for the webs of 
the load-support members to form a stiff, unitary load 
support bed of orthotropic design. 

2. Apparatus according-to claim 1 including a series » 
of spaced apart depressions formed in each top flange 
to stiffen the top flanges. l 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 in whichv each 
beam is inverted T-shaped in cross-section and includ 
ing slotted openings in the web and bottom flange of 
each load-support member to permit the vertical web 
of each beam to fit into the slotted openings, with the 
top edge >of the vertical web of each inverted T-shaped - 

each top flange. , . , 

4. Apparatus according-to claim 1- in which the web 
and bottom flange of each load-supporting member is 
bonded to bothsides of the vertical flange of each 
beam ' 

» 5. Apparatus according to claim 1 including a‘series 
of spaced apart openings formed in the web of each 
load-supporting member. l 

6. Apparatus according to claim 1 including several 
stiffening members for providing additional stiffness at 
longitudinally spaced apart points in the bed, each stiff 
ening member being rigidly secured between a pair of 

beam continuously supporting the bottom surface of 

` adjacent loadsupport members and shaped so it coop 
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erates with at least one of the load-support members to 
form a closed-section beam extending parallel to the 
load-support members. , ' . 

7. Apparatus according to claim 1, in which the load 
support members are made of work hardening steel. 

8. InV a highway trailer,'a load-support bed including 
a pair of spaced apart rigid, elongated open-section 
metal beams, a series of rigid, elongated open-section 
load-support members each being made of metal and ` 
shaped to provide a substantially planar top flange, a 
bottom flange below the top flange, and a web integral 
with and extending between the top flange and the bot 
tom flange, the series of load-support members being 
mounted on the beams in a side-by-side relation with 
the bottom of each flange being bonded to each beam, 
the web and bottom flange of each load-support mem 
ber »also being. bonded to each beam, and the top 
flanges of the load-support members being bonded to 
gether to form a continuous rigid load-supporting deck 
panel extending lengthwise relative to the beams, and 
several stiffening beams mounted on the open-section 
beams for providing additional stiffness at longitudi 
nally spaced apart locations in the trailer bed, each 
stiffening member being disposed between a'pair of ad 
jacent load-support members and having a load 
supporting top flange, and a web transverse to the top 
flange, the top flange of each stiffening beam being in 
the same plane as the top flanges of the adjacent load» 
support members, and including means bonding the’ top 
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flange of each stiffening beam to the top flange of its 
adjacent load-support members, the bottom flange of 
at least one adjacent load-support member ' being 
bonded to the web portion of the stiffening beam so 
that said one adjacent load-support member and the 
stiffening beam' cooperate to form a transverse closed 
section beam, the entire composite structure forming a 
stiff, unitary load-support bed of orthotropic design, 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 including a series 
of spaced apart openings extending through the web of 
the stiffening member. ' » 
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10. In a’highway trailer, a load-support bed including y 
a pair of spaced apart and generally parallel, rigid, - 
elongated open-section beams which are inverted T 
shaped in cross-section and define a vertical web and 
a bottomflange, the open-section beams being made of 
a material having a Young’s modulus on the order of 
that of steel, and a series of rigid, elongated open~ 
section load-support members each being made of a 
material having a Young’s modulus on the order of that 
of steel and being shaped to provide a top flange, a bot 
Atom flange below the top flange, a web integral with 
and extending between the top flange and the bottom 

_ flange, and a series of spaced apart depressions formed 
in each top flange to stiffen the top flanges, each load 
support member having slotted openings in the web 
and bottom flange thereof, the series'of load-support 
members being mounted on the beams in a side-by-side 
relation with the vertical web of each beam fitting into 
the slotted openings of the load-support members, and 
the bottom of each top flange being in substantially 
continuous contact with the top edge of the vertical 
web of each beam, the bottom of each top flange being 
bonded to the web of each beam, the web and bottom 

. flange of each load-support member being bonded to 
each beam, and the top flanges of the load-support 
members being bonded to each other to form a contin 
uous, rigid panel extending lengthwise relative to the 
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12 
beams for providing a load-supporting deck and also 
serving as a compression flange for the vertical webs of 
theA beams and a tension flange for the webs of the 
loadlslänpworf members Wto-.fórùrï‘ a stiff, unita-ry load 
support bed of orthotropic design. . , 

11. Apparatus according to claim 10 in which the 
web and bottom flange of each load-support member 
is bonded to both sides of the vertical web of each 
open~section beam. 

12. ApparatusV according to claim 10 including a se 
ries of spaced apart openings formed in the web of each 
load-support member. 

13. Apparatus according to claim 10 including sev 
eral stiffening members mounted on the open-section 
beams for-providing additional stiffness at longitudi 
nally spaced apart points in the bed, each stiffening 
member being rigidly secured between a pair of adja 
cent load~support members and being shaped so it co~ 
operates with at least one of its adjacent load-support , 
members’ to form a closed-section beam extending par 
allel to the load-support members. 

14. Apparatus according to claim'l3 in which each 
stiffening member has a load-supporting top flange, 
and a web transverse to the top flange, the top flange 
of each stiffening member being in the same plane as 
the top flanges of its adjacent load-support members, 
and including means bonding the top flange of each 
stiffening member to the top flanges of its adjacent 
load~support members, the bottom flange of at least 
one adjacent load-support member being bonded to the 
web portion of the stiffening member so that said one 
adjacent load-support member and stiffening member 
>cooperate to form a transverse closed-section beam. 

l5. Apparatus according to claim I4 includinga se 
ries of spaced apart openings extending through the 
web of the stiffening member. 

` ` * * >k =l< * 
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